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Abstract

Liu, J.T. !lnd Zarillo, G.A., 1989. Distribution of grain sizes across a, transgressive shoreface. Mar. Geol., 87: 121-'-136.

Distributions of seventeen grain sizes in the sand fraction of the .shoreface sediments south of Long Island, New
York, can be categorized into middle and lower shoreface species. (very fine sand), UpPer shoreface species (fine sand),
shoreface-depleted species (medium s9.lld), and swash-zone species (coarse sand). The long-term fair-weather wave base
of the study area at a depth of about 16 m is determined On the basis of the characteristic response of grain ~izes to the
average shoreface hydrodynamics. .The crossshoredeviations from the mean distribution fdreach grain size were
examined by using empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis. These results show differential associations of
graincsize deviations with various dynamic zones on the shoreface. The hydrodynamic processes of the modern
shoreface are speculated to winnow out fine and very fine sands 9.lld transport them onshore, leaving behind on the
lower shoreface ~d inner continental shelf a lag deposit of transgressive sand sheet composed mainly of medium
sand.

Introduction

c.

In coastal marine environments, geologists
and engineers are often challenged by the
needs for predicting shoreline changes. These
changes result from sediment movement driven
by waves and currents. Therefore, the first step
toward coping with the dynamic nature of a
coastal environment ,is to understand the
sediment dispersal' as an equilibrium response'
to the hydrodynamic regime in that environ~
ment. Tb.(~term "equilibrium" here is used in a
static sense in that if there is no significant
exteJ,"nal sediment source, the distribution
p'attern of a certain grain .sizewill be main-
tained with some consistency Once it has been
attained. Although it will be subject to tempo-
ralmodifications such as seasonal changes, the
general distribution pa.'tternwill remain un-
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changed, and this pattern represents the long-
term response of that grain size to the shore-
face hydrodynamics.

,

A conventional way of studying net sediment
dispersion in coastal marine environments is
through sediment texture (McKinney' and
Friedman, 1970; Scheidegger et aI., 1971; Swift
et aI., 1971;, Gorsline. and Grant, 1972; 'Stub-
blefield and Swift, 1981). It has been concludi:1d
that the texture of'naturalsediment contains
information regarding the source, mode of
'transport anden:ergy level of the transporting
processes. Various schemes have been em-
ployed to deciphi:1r thIs information from grain-
size frequency distributions of sediments.
These schemes' involve using statistical granu-
lometric paramet~rs such as sample mi:1an,
mode, sorting. and skewness'to characterize the
sediment deposit under study (Taney, 1961a),
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as well as methods to dissect. the sediment
population into subpopulations that presum-
ably represent different transport modes
(Visher, 1969; Beinand Sass, 1978). ,Efforts
have also bHen made to link (or predict) the
distribution of the texture of natural sediment
with enyironmental attributes such as the
hydrodynamics, the bottom. slope, and the
eXIstence of topographic irregularities in
coastal and beach environments (Miller and
Zeigler, 1964; Murray, 1967; Graf, 1976).

Most of these methods mentioned above
treated sediments as ,a bulk entity and failed to
recognize the fact that a sediment deposit is
composed of individual particle sizes, each
possessing unique hydraulic properties
(Bridge, 1981). In other words, each sediment
size responds to the same hydrodynamics
differently, as indicated by, differential move-
ment of tracer sand in coastal marine environ-
ments (Ingle, 1966; Duane, 1970). In addition,
the calculation of the statistical parameters
such as th{~ mean grain i;!ize is an averaging
(smoothing) process, and, consequently some
information will be lost (Rayner, 1971).

In this study, size classes of natural sedi-
ments are viewed as natural tracers. This is
analogous to short-term' sediment tracer
studies in which the spatial 'distribution,' of
tagged sediment grains is monitored after the
tracer is n~leased into an environment (Ingle,
1966; Murray, 1967; Duane, 1970; Yasso, 1976).
The drawhack of conventional tracer studies is
that they are limited bya short experimental

74° .
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period and cannot reveal long~term dispersal
. patterns. Also, the results are often biased by

choosing tracer sands that are out ,of equilib-
rium with the physical environment. The
distribution of individual grain sizes of natural
sediment, however, is in equilibrium with the
time-averaged hydrodynamic regime (Miller
and Zeigler, 1964; Zenkovich, 1967; Jago, 1981),
and is more representative elf long-term. disper-
sal patterns in that environment than the
inj~cted tracelJs. Therefore, the objective of
this study is to examine th,e distributions of
grain sizes of natural sediments to identify
their spatial characteristics, in order to under-
stand in a qualitative way, their. response to
shoreface hydrodynamics.

Study area

The study site is the shoreface of the south
shore of Long Island, New Yor k, between Fire
Island Inlet rand Montauk Point (Fig. 1). The
surficial relief of Long Island is dominated by
two distinctive glacial IPoraines, the Harbor
Hill Moraine in the north, and the Ronkon-
komaMoraine in tp.e south (Taney, 1961b;
Rampino, 1978). The gently S-sloping terrain
south of the two hilly moraines is formed from
the glacial outwash plains. that intersect the
Atlantic Ocean (Williams, 1976). The south
shore of Long Island is a wave- and storm-
dominated cOast (Lavelle et al., 1978). Almost
three-quarters of deep-water wl~.ves approach
Long Island from the directions east-northeast
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Fig.I. Index map of the study area.
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through to south-southeast, resulting in a net
westward littoral drift (Williams, 1976). This
net westward longshore drift is indicated by
the closing' of small bays and. fluvial. drainage
channels from the ocean near the eastern end
of the study area, as well as by the westward
migration (Taney, 1961a) and the NE-SW
orientation of tida}. inlets (Kaczorowski, 1971):
Tides on the south shore of . Long Island are
semidiurna1. The ocean tidal range decreases
eastward. from 1.4 m at Rbckway Inlet to 1.3 m

'at Fire Isl~md Inlet and 0.6 m at Montau,k Point
(Williams, 1976). Tidal energy pla.ys a role in
the shoreface hydrodynamics (B~ardsley et a1.,
1976; Han acnd Mayer, 1981), especially near
tidal inlets.

Niedoroda et a1. (1984) and Swift eta1. (1985)
summarized .' the hydrodynamics of Long Is-
land's south shore. Under fair-weather condi-
tions, wave processes dominate the upper and
middle (d{~pths shallower than 10m) shoreface,
whereas current processes dominate the'lower
shoreface. Niedorodaand Swift' (1981) and
Vincent et ~.1.(1983) demonstrated that du:ring
non-storm conditions, the lower shoreface
sediment was not transported even by com-
bined effects of strong mean and tidal ctlrre.nts.
During storm events, sediment is transported
a.longshore and offshore across the slloreface,

I forming a tempora1'Y sediment reservoir on the
shoreface. Because of the strength and fre-
quency of storms, the sediment transport on
Long Island's shoreface i~desc:ribed a.sinter"
mittent and storm-dominated (Lavellee.t a1.,
197$; Swift et a1., 1981); The temporary reser~
voir on the shoreface is depleted by the. slow
return of sediments to the upper pottion of the
shorefa,ce during periods of fa:ir~weather condi;
tions (Niedoroda et a1.,.1984; Swift et a1., 1985).
Fair-weather sediment tra.nspm;t processes,
however slow, are equally irnportant as storm
transport in determining the equilibrium
shoreface profile (Niedoroda et al., 19,84).

Morphologically, the south shore of Long
Island iB divided into two sections; a headland
approximately. 53 km,long. in the east, and a
barrier island 140 km long in the west (Taney,
1961a). The easternmost 16 kin of the headland
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is a bluff roughly 20~30mhigh, consi,sting of
outwash and till deposits of the !{,onkonkoma
Moraine. The bathymetry of the shoreface of i

the two sections is distinguished by their
respective major morphologica.l components
(Liu, 1987; Za.rillo and Liu, 1988).' The Qarrier
island upper shoreface is characterized by a
steep beachface, and a flat terrace 200 in wide,
having a gentle seawar~slope(Fig.2). The
terrace is also superimposed by a sinuous
longshore bar located. approximately 300 m
offshore, having a wide landward trough. The
outer channels of the two tidal inlets. within
this section h~ve greatly altered the bat):lyme-

. try: of the shoreface (Liu; 1987). The headland
shorefa.ce is characterized by a steep beachface
a~d a larger scale nearshore bar, which has a
deep landward trough and steep seaward slope
(Fig.2). A smaller inner bar appears at various
locations on the slope of thebeachface in this
section. The positions of the crests of both the
inr;terand'outer.bars in this section is rhythmic
in the longshore direction (Liu, 1987; Za:rillo
and Liu, 1988). .

The shoreface sediments south 'of Long
Island show close affinity to the transgressive
lag deposits of the imier shelf (Liu, 1987). These
latter deposits (Fig.3a) were derived from the
initial outwash,pla,in sediments during the sea-
level rise. The bluff and a remnant morainal
lobe complex on tJ?e shoreface and inner shelf.
within the headland section (Fig.3b) are the
major but not signjficant external sources
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Fig.2, Mean profile of the barrier island section (continu-
ous curVe), and th,e mean profile of the headland section'
(dashed curve). '
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Fig.S. a. Grain-size frequency distribution, of.the lag
deposit on the lower shoreface and inner shelf. b.Grain-
size frequency distribution of the moraine-related deposi~.

con,tributing sediments to the littotal sediment
budget of the study area (Liu, 19~m.

Methods

SurfiCiaJ sediment samples were taken on 52
shore-norma~ transects along the south shore
of Long Island in the summer during July and
August at an aver~gespacing of 2.6 km.On
each transect, sediment samples were taken
from eleven positions including ,the mE!an high
water. and the mean low water (corresponding
to the swash zone), thezoJ1,e of.wave breaking,
the base of thebeachface in the landward
trough of the longshore bar, the crest of the

- lon:rsh9ieb~r, ~heseaward slope of the long-
shore bar, and at the depths of 8, 19, 12, '15 and

. 18 m, corresponding to the middle and lower
shoreface (Fig.4).The intertidal samples a,nd
the surf-zone samples w'ere tak,en by-hand. The
offshore samples-were taken with .~ grab
sampler from a ship. The objective of this
sampling scheme was mainly to e~amine the
influenc:eof the progressive onshore change of
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Fig.4. Sampling stations ~.cross .the shoreface.
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the shorefa,ce hydrodynamic reginie on the
surficial sediments.

The penetration depth of the grab sampler
was 10 em. This depth was considered adequate
to include the maximum mixing depth of the
surficial shoreface sediments which are con-
stantly reworked by the day~to-day fair-
we.ather shoreface 'hydrodynamic processes. In .

other' words, the samples were assumed to
represen.t a long-term; time-averaged (ovet;
seasonal cycles) influence ,of the fair-weather
hydrodynamic prbce'sses.Tberefore; the. tempo-
ral.variationsof the surficial'sediments were
not considered important, 'a,s was, .also sug-
gested by Stubblefield et a1. (1977) and ])avis
(1985). .

Each sample Wa,streated with 30% hydrogen
peroxide s6lutionfor 24-48h to. eliminate
organic materials,'. and then wet-sieved to
exclude gravel (larget\tha,n' 2 mm 01'"""1lfJ)and
mud (finer jhan O.063mm or ,4</1), which
nprmally comprised less than 1% of the sample
by volume~ The sand fraction (4</1to -1 rp)was
analyzed for. the grain-size frequency distribu~
tion with a. custom-built rapid. sediInent ana-
lyzer; and recorded at quarter-phi i~tervals.
For ea.ch sample, there were seventeen grain-
size c~asses recorded (from 4 </1to Orp). The data
of each recordedgra.in-size class was' then. put
into a matri!K, having the dimension ofp2 by 1L

The barrier island section arid the headland
section .are two aeparate. morpho dynamic enti-
ties subject to different morphodynamic condi-
tions (Liu,1987; Zarilloal?-d Liu, 1988). Since
the objective of this stt1.dy is to detel.'D;line the'
grain-size response to th~,hYdrodYn'amics in
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the on~off:3hore direction, it was appropriate
to separate data in the barrier, island section
from the headland section. Therefore, each of
the 17 grain-size matrices was divided into two
subsets; the barrier island subset ~ontaining 40
transects, and the headland subset containing
13 transects, each sharing the dividing tran-
sect. The sediment response to the shoreface
hydrodynamics was represented by the mean
crossshore distribution of each grain size in
each section. Each mean distribution was
obtliined by taking the alongshore av:erage of
the grain-size abundance, at each sampling
depth. .,

.

In addition, the spatial deviations from the
mean crossshore distribution for each grain
size were examined. This deviation is expressed
as d'(x'Y)ij=d(x'Y)ij-m(y)j' where i=1,52,
i = 1,11, and m(Y)j is the alongshore mean
abundance at each f station. Sinced'(x,y) was
longshore (x) and crossshore (y)- correlated, in
other words,d'(x,y). values depended on the
sampling location in both the x and' ydirec-
tions,empirical orthogonal (eigen) function

. (EO F) analysis was used to examine the
deviations. EOF analysis separated the long-
shore- and cro~sshore-correlated data into
unrelated longshore and crossshore ,modes.
The crossshore modes are of particular interest
to this study, because they presumably reflect
the onshore hydrodynamic changes on the
shoreface.

The hydrodynamic regime is composed of
various processes, each dominating in different
subenvironments on the shoreface.Fot exam-
ple, in the case of the south shore of Long
Island, sediment transport within the surf zOne
is dominated by breaking. waves and wa,ve-
driven longshore currents. On the seaward
slope of the nearshore bar, sediment transport
is, domjnated bysho'aling waves and wind- or
tide-induced longshore currents. Farther
seaward on ~he middle and lower shoreface,
sediment transport is d()minated by' storm-
generated waves and currents. If a grain size is
at equilibrium with a.particular set of hydrody-
namic processes, it would be more susceptible
to the variability of those proc~sses. Conse-
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quently, the spatial distribution of that gra.in
size will show greater variability at locations
corresponding to the morphodynamic zones in
which those hydrodynamic processes domi-
nate, and less variability outside these zones.
This is the conceptual basis on which the EOF
results are inte;rpreted.

To determine whether the eigenmodes statis-
,tically differ from one another,' a significance
test was employed. The null hypothesis can be
expressed as: '

Ho; A.p+1=A.p+2=--c-=A.m (Daultrey, 1976)

which means that among thep+1th to. the mth
eigenValues (m is the rank of the data matrix,
p < m), they do not differ~from one another, and

,

thus are not significant. In other words, only the
first p eigenmodes are significant. The chi square
value of Ho was calculated as (Daultrey, 1976):

x2;= -(N--V - 0.5)'T'ln

X[(fIX)l/T/ (liT, fA.j)]
where, T is the number of eigenvalues under
consideration, 'N is the number of observa-
tions, and V is the totalnumber of eigenvalues
(variables). The degree of freedom is
d=1/2,[(V-K+2).(V-K-1)], w~re Kis the

. number of eigenvalues not under consideration
(V~ 1).

Results

The meancrossshore abundance curves of
the seventeen grain sizes in both the barrier
island section and headland section are pre-
sented in Figs.5 and 6, respectively. According
tb' the characteristic shape of the- mean
cross shore distribution curves in both sec-
tiqns, sediment grain sizes can be classified
into the following categories: .
(1) The micidle and lower shoreface species
(0.063-0.125 mm,aorresponding to very fine
sand): These grain sizes begin to increase in
abundance landward of a zoneJ>etween 1.5 and'
2.2 km offshore in the barrier island section
(Fig.5) 'and landwatd of 1.0 km offshore in the
headland section (Fig.6). Their abundance
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peaks just seaward of the edge of the terrace in
the barrier: island section (about 500 m off-
shore, Fig:2) or just seaward of the larger scale
nearshore bar in the headland section '(be-
tween 600 and 700 m offshore, Fig.2). Among
the grain sizes in this group, the abundance
patterhs of 0.063 and 0.074 mm are not as
pronounced as the others due to their low
abundance in the system. For 0.088, o.n and
0.125 mm' sediment sizes, the shoreward in-
crease in the abundance curves starts farther
seaward in the barrier island section than in
the headland section.' After the curves peak,
they drop' more abruptly landward in the
barrier isl;md section than in the headlahd
section. A secondar:y- (inner) peak on the
distribution curves appears only on the barrier
island curves (Fig.5). This peak and the trough
on its seaward side correspond bathymetrically
to the landward trough and the crest of the
longshore bar on the terrace in the barrier
island section (Fig.7). In contrast, the cross-
shore distribution curves of these three sizes in
the headland section do not re£lecte.ny influ.-
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en<fe of other bathym~ttic features ,apart from
the larger scale nearshore bar (Fig.8).

(2) The upper s~oreface species: Sediment
grain sizes in this group, which includes 0.15,
0.18, 0.21, 0.25 and 0.30 mm sizes (correspond-
ing to fim~ sand), are generally concentrated
over the tI~rrace or the larger scale nearshore
bar on the upper shor'eface (Figs.5 and 6). The
distribution curves of these grain sizes further
reflect the morphodynamiccharacteri~tics, of
the u.pper, shoreface (Figs.7, and 8). In the
barrier island section, there is a gradational
change of the curves such that two peaks, one
corresponding. to the surf zone and the .other to
the crest of the longshore b~r, become more
prominent when the sizes become coarser
(Fig.5). In the"headland section, a ,similar trend
also exists, except there is only a single peak
corresponding to the crest of the larger scale
nearshore bar (Fig.6).. This suggests that un-
like their. barrier, island counterparts (Fig. 5),
the hydrodynamic processes in the landwar<;\.
trough of the larger scale nearshore bar in the
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Fig.8. Representative distribution curves of the four grain.
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headland do not dominate the distribution of
grain sizes in this group. ,

($) The shoreface-depleted species: thls group
includes grain sizes of

'"

0.35, 0.42, 0.50 and
0.59 mm (corresponding to medium sand). The
,dominant characteristics of this group are ~hat

r the cross shore distribution curves show a:wide
concave-upward section (Figs.5 and 6), which
corresponds to' almost the entire width of the
shoreface (Figs.7 and 8). The ctlrvatur.e of the
concave portion is greater on the headland
curves than on their barrier island counterc
parts (Figs.5 and 6). ,

'

(4) The swash zone species: The distribution
curveso£ the remaining, three coarsest grain
sizes (coarse sand) show 'a single peak i~ the
swa.sh zone (Figs.5 and 6). In general, the
changes of the shape of on,;,..offshore abundance
from one group to the other are gradual and
continuous. The groupings clearly, reflect the
differential re~ponse of, grain sizes to the
progressive hydrodynamic change of shoaling
waves from the tower shoreface, to the beach-
face and swash zone. In addition, within the
general trend, themajormorphodynamic zones
including the edge of the. terrace (barrier
island'section), and the larger scale,n~arshore
bar (headland section), aswell as other associ-
ated minor features,

'

can also be recognized on
the abundance curves (Figs.5 and 6).

By comparing the distribution .curves of the
headland section (Fig.6), it was found that each

. curte in this section always <:onsists ' of a
{distinctive, ,horizontal segIX!ent s.eaward of
1.0 km, and a non-horizontal segment landward
of this point. This offshore location" corre.
sponds to the depth of approximately 16 m on
the h~adland shoreface meaI), profile (Fig.2).
This i~plies that in water depths greater than
16 m, headland sediments. are not frequently
rework~d by average shoalingwav~s, and
consequently, ret,ain the nature of the inner
shelf trangressive sand sheet (Liu, 1987). This
depth, therefore'lrepresents the time-averaged
fair-weather wave base on the. shoreface, which
is the demarcation of the shoreface and the rest
ofthe inner shelf. The same depth corresponds
'to the offshore distance of 1.5 km on the barrier
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(73.7) (83.7), /(92.:1.) (98.0)
55.0 15.5 10.5 85.7 12.3 1.3

(62.0)
(,

(75.4) (95.6) (98.4)
34.4 27.6 13.4 \ 78.9 16.7 2.7

(56.4) (70.4) , .(80.8) (89.5)
35.2 21.2 14.0 55.3 25.5 8.6

(56.4) (70.4) (80.8) (89.5)
36.5 15.5' 13.5 36.8 32,2 12.5

(52.9) (65.5) (69.0) (81.5)

30.0 15.8 14.0 41.5 19.5 19.1
(45.8) (59.8) (61.0) (80.0)

26,5 17.2 12~9 35.8 20.5 17.5
(43.7) (56.6) (56.3) (73.8)

23.5 18.6 13.6 34.0 24.5 14.7
(42.2). (55.8) (58:6) (73.3)

26.5 19.0 14,6 ,31.4 '21.2 16.6
(45.5) (60:2) (52.6) . (69.2)

26:7 17.3 16.9 34.7 19.0 17.4
(44.0) (60.9) (53.8) (71.1)

40.6 16.2 12.1 45.3 21.0' 15.8
(56.8) (68.8) (66.3) (82.1)

47.6 15.8 11.4 42.1 30.0 9,.9
(63.4) (74.8) (71.9) (81.8)

34.3 24.2 17.5 36.5 21;9 15.1
(61.5f (79.0) (64.4) (79.5)

55.8 19.5 10.6 55.9 25.3 6.5
(75.3) (85.9) (82.1) (~8.7)

52.7 25.5 10.5 78.8 ,13.6 6.4
(78.2) (88.7') (92.4) (98.8)

\
\,

.~
~
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island mean shoreface profile (Fig.2). However,
the distinction between a horizontal segment
and a non-horizontal segment on barrier island
distribution curves is less clelirly defined
(Fig.5). This sugg~sts that. the fair-we~ther
wave bas.e on the barrier island shoreface does
not approximate a

.
line but rather a br, oadzone,

. . .
(

,reflecting the gentler :>horeface, slope. In adr
dition, the barrier island shorefliCe is wider
than its headland .counterpart.

TheEOF results' for, the longshore de-
meane"d grain-size distrit>utibns of both the
barrier island and headlartd are listed in
Table 1. OnlY th,e crossshore deviations from
the mean (eigenvector curves) of the first three
modes of' t<.hegrain sizes w~re examined., To .
demonstrate' the relationship of (he eigen-
modes of' each griiin size', to the on-offshore
hydrodynamic changes, the associations be-
t\Veen the spikes on all eigenvector 'curves and

TABLE 1

EOFresults ~f single grain sizes (numbers'in parentheses are cumulative percents)

Sizes (mm)

0.063

0,.074

0.088

0.11

0.125

0.15

0.18 '

0.21

t 0.25

0.30

0.35

0.42

0.50

0.59

0.71

0.84

1.00

).f,

J:
)J

\
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TABLE 2

Morphodynamic associations of grain-size eigenvectors in the-barrier island s~ction

Size (mm) Swash zone Surf zone Bar,trough Bar .crest Edge of terrace Lower shoreface

0.063 +1 +1
+II -II

+ III + III + III """III0.074 +1 +1
+II ~II
-III + III

0.088 +1 +1
+II -II +II
+II + III

0.1I +1
+II +II
+ III -III + III

0.125 +1 +1
-II +II ..".II +II
-III -III + III

0.15 """I +1
+II +II -IT
+ III +III

0.18 +1 -I
+II +II -II
+ III + III + III

0.21 +1 :tI
+II ~II

+TII + III -III
0.25 +1 -I +1 ~I +1

dI +II -II -II -II
+TII + III -III + III -III

0.30 +1 -I +I
+II -II +II -II -II
+ III ~III -III + III

0.35 -I :tI
+II -II +II :tII
+ III + III :tIll

0.42 +1 -I +1 :tI
-II -II :tIT
:tIll """III -III HII

0.50 +1 :tI
:tII -II +II :tII
+ III -III + III :+III

0.59 +1 -I
:!:II +II -II +II

-III + III + III
0.71 +I -I

+II +II
+ III -III + III

0.84 +I
+II -II +II -II
:tIll + III + III

1.00 +1
+II -II

+ III -III

.'. E~~;G<~~;
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,the morpho dynamic zones on the barrier island

shoreface are tabulated in Table 2. Spikes on
the eigenvector curves are on-off~hore distri-
bution deyiations determined by a particular
eigenmode. Their sign indicates whether the
spike of a particular eigenvector curve is
positive (above the mean), or negative. For
example, in Table 2 a + I registered for a
particular !?rain size at the bar trough means
tqat the first-mode eigenvector curve of that i

grain size has a positive peak at the location
cOrresponding to the landward trough of the
longshore bar. The focus, however, is on where
on the shoreface these spikes occur. ,

From Table 2, the spatial differentiation
among grain sizes can be clearly seen accord-
ing to the associations between their on-off-
shore eigen deviations and the morphodynamic
zones. The finest six grain sizes (from 0.063 to
0.18 mm) have their major fluctuations in the
landward trough of the longshore bar and over

. the seaward edge of the terrace, which sug-
gests t);1at these two zones, are the least
energetic on the shoreface because of the
association with the finest grain sizes. Grain
sizes 0.21, 0.25 and 0.30 mm, being the most
ubiquitous group, have additional fluctuations
in the swa:sh and surf zones and over the crest
of the longshore bar. The third group, com-
posed of 0.35, 0.42, 0.50 and 0.59 nun sizes, is
characterized by fluctuations in the swash
zone, in the surf zone, and over the bar crest.,
The coarsest three sizes, 0,71, 0.84 and 1.00 mm,
which form the last group, are characterized by
:fluctuations in the swash and surf zones, which
suggests that those two zon~s are the most
energetic. Almost all grain sizes showfluctua-
tions on the lovver shoreface below the fair-
weather wave 'base. These fluctuations are
pr~bably not caused by tqe shoreface average
fair-weather waves, but are either inherited"
from the initial glaciofluvial deposit or caused
by storm-generated waves or currents. '

The associations between eigen deviations of
each grain size and the morphodynamic zones
in the headland are ta.bulated in Table 3.
Generally speaking, the sediment grain sizes
can also be classified into a similar set of four

f

I'

'II

groups, Like the barrier island, the fluctua-
tions on the lower shoreface of the headland
are mainly due to the variations of the initial
source of the o\ltwash deposits or to storm
transport processes. The first group, consisting
of 0.063, 0:074 and 0.088 mm sizes, is character-
ized by having distribution fluctuations in the
swash zone and surf zone, and over the
seaward edge of the primary bar. The next
group, composed ,of 0.11, 0.125, 0.15, 0.18 and
0.21 nun sizes, shows fluctuations at the
landward trough of the primary bar, over the
crest of the larger scale nearshore bar, and
over the seaward edge of the larger scale
nearshore bar. The remainder "ofthe' sizes (from
0.25 to 1.00 mm) are included in one grdup,
which showsfluctuations,in all dynamic zones
except for grain sizes of 0.84 and 1.00 nun.
These, two sizes do not have fluctuations over
the c;rest of the large-scale bar. The grain
size-morphodynamic associations in the head-
land sediments do not display sI>atial differen-
tiation as clearly as those of the barrier island.

The significance tests results for the de-
mea~ed eigenmodes of the barrier island sub-
set, the headland subset a~d the combined data
set are tabulated in Table 4. The EOF results of
the combined data set were not discussed
before, but are presented here for the purpose

,ofiIlustrating the limitation of the significance
test. For grain sizes other than 0.25, 0.30, 0.35
and 0.42 mm, the 'eigenvalues are generally
insignificant in the headland section, but are
signIficant in the, barrier island section if the
confidence level is set at 90%. In other words,
not aU of the first three eigenmodes of the same
grain sizes within different subsets have the
same significance levels. For example, for the
0.18 mm size class, the first two eigerimodes 'of
the combined data set are significant, whereas
only the first eigenrnode' of the barrier island
subset is significant, and hone of the three
eigenmodes of the 'headlanq., subset is signifi-
cant, ,since they are lower than the cutoff level
of 90%. Among all three data: sets,. the eigen-
modes for grain sizes having greater dynamic
equilibrium'on the shoreface (having a greater
number of associated dynamic zones), are
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TABLE 3
I

.
.,Morphodynamic associations of grain-siz~ eigenvectors in the headland section

Size (rom) Swash zone Surf zone' Bar trough Bar crest Edge of terrace Lower shoreface
0.063 +1 ~I

+II +II
+ III

0.074
+1 +1+II +II :!:II
-III. :I:III0.088 +1 +.I+II -II :tII+ III -III :tIII0.11 +1

.
+.I

+II :1:11
+ III :I:III0.125 +1 +1

+II :tII
+ III -III -III :UIt -III0.15 +1 +1 +.I

-II +II :I:II
-III +m :UII -tIll0.18 +I :U -I

+II ,+II +II
-III. + III ;:t:III + III0.21 +;1 +1
-II +II :tII :I:II
-III -III +iII + III0.25 +1 +1 -I:tII +II :tII :tII

-'--III -III + III :I:III0.30 +1 -I -I-:II +II -II -II +II:I:III + III + III + III -III + III0.35 +1
:1:1M-II -II +II -II+ III -III :I:III,0.42 +1 +1 -1 -1+II +II +II -II:tIII + III -III :tIII + III0.50 +1 -I - I /

:I:II ~II
"":II +11 +II -II+ III -III :l:III :l:III0.59 +1 +1 +'1 +1+II -II +II -II+ III + III -:IU. + III :tIII0.71 +1 ~I -1 -1+II +II +II +1I:tIII + III -III0.84 +1 +1:UI (+II +II. +II +II-III -III + III' + III +III1.00 +1 +1 +1:l:U -II +U +II+ III -III
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,Sizes (mm) Entire area Barrier island Headland

EI E2 E3 EI E2 E3 EI E2 E3
--:
0.063 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 <10 <10 <10 <10
0.074 99.5 -99.5, 99.5 99,5 99.5 99 90 ,50 <10
0.088 99.5 90 10 99.5 50 10 97.5 50 <10
0.11 99.5 50 10' 99.5 50 10 I 99.5 99 <;10
0.125 99.5 97.5 10 99.5 50 10 99.5 '99.5 90
0.15 99.5 99 90 99.5, 50 10 50 50 10
0.18 97.5 99 50 ,97.5 10, 10 10 10 10
0.21 90 50 10, 50 10 10 ) 10 <10 10
0.25 50 10 <10 50 10 <10 <10 <10 <10
0.30 50 10 <10 10 <10 <10 10 10 10
0.35 50 10 10 50 10 10 <10 <10 10
0.42 10 <10 <10 50 10 10, <10 <10 10
0.50 99.5 .90 10 99.5 10 10 10 10 10
0.59 99.5 50 10 99.5 ,50 10 10 10 <'10
0.71 99.5 97.5 90 99.5r 99.5 99.5 10 10 <10
0.84 99.5 99.5 90 99.5 99.5 95 90 50

:
10

1.00 99.5 99.5 99;5 99.5 99.,5 97.5 99.5 95 95

\

(
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TABLE 4

Significance tests results on the longshore ,de-meaned single grain-size eigenmodes(numbers are
confidence levels (%) at which H is rejected) ,

'

generally insignificant compared with aigen-
modes of morphodynamically restricted grain I

sizes that have fewer assQciated dynamic
zones. In the barrier island section, these
ubiquitc;>lis grain siz~s include 0.21,0.25 and
0.30 mm(Table 2). In the heaQJand section,
these grain sizes are 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.42, 0.50,
0.59 and 0.71 mm (Table 3). S.ince in the same
subset (barrier island or headland), all grain
size matrices have the same, sample size, the
fact that some grain-size eigenmodes are sig-
nificant imd ,some are not, based on the same
test and the, same sample size, simply reflects

, that some grain.sizedistributionsare"noisiel'''
than others by nature.

'

This also points to the
limitation of using this particular formula to
compute chi-square values for theisignificance'
test, since the result is, largely controlled by
the sample size (N). This is demonstrated by
the ~igenn)odes teooming insignificant for the
same grain size when moving from the largest
sample size ofthe combined data set (N =52) to
the barrier island subset (N=40), ,and to the,
smallest size of the }leadland subset (N = 13).
Nevertheless, the de-meaned eigenvector

i

I

I

I

.
'curves of the first three eigenmodes of all sizes

in both the barrier island, and headland sec-
tions provide interpretable and consistent
information regarding their respective "behav-
ior" "'in these sections) as demonstrated, in
Tables 2 aJjd 3. Therefqre, all the eigenmodes
discussed previously' are considered mea ,ning-

'/
'

,

". ','

,

"",'
,",','1"

)

ful, in terms ,ofproviding infoqnation.

Discussion

;Although the equilibrium classification
scheme based on mean crqssshore. grain-size
'abundance' divides. sediment grain. sizes into
four groups, ,the bouridariesof these groups are
slightly different from (those in the scheme
based on theeigendeyiations. The discrepancy
results fr0m the slightly different emphases of
these two schemes: one is focused on the
equilibrium response ,of grain sizes to the
overa~l shoreface hydr.odynamicn~gime, the

'other is focused on the morphodyn~ic associ-
ation., Nevertheless, the four grain. size groUps
from, both schemes are, comparable, which
s~ggests that sediment grain sizes respond ,to



the shoreface hydrodynamic regime in four
major groups, i.e., coarse sand, medium sand,
fine sand and very fine sand. Subsequently, the
middle and lower shoreface species, the upper
shoreface species, the shoreface-depletedspe-
cies, and the swash-zone species are used
interchangeably with very fine sand, fine sand,
medium sand, and coarse sand, respectively,
for the case of Long Island.

The ,hydrodynamic implications can be
, inter-

\
preted. from the mean criossshore aburidance
curves. At the last lowstand of sealevel, the
shoreface, then the glacial outwash plain, was
formed by fluvial processes. Assuming that the
sediment distribution was more or less uniform
over the entire outwash plain, the distribution
curve of any grain size in the same orientation
as our present transects would appearto be a
horizontal line. After the post~glacial en-
croachment of the ocean started, the outwash
plain was. gradually inundated, and hydrody.
namic processes began to rework and redistrib-
ute the outwash plain sediments. As the sea
level rose, the sediment reached equilibrium
with the. hydrodynamic regime, and subse-
quentlyassunH~d the present mean crossshore
distribution. pattern. Although these curves
now are far from being ahorizontallirie (the
initial abundance distribution), part of the
assumed initial s.edimentabundance (the hori-
zontal base line) can still be traced on almost
every. abundance curve in the headland, and on
some abundance curves in the barrier island
(Figs.5 and 6).

..

The result of the' reworking of the initial
outwash sediments by the hydrodynaniics of
the traversing shoreface c.an be visuaiized from
the progressive change of the shor.eface grain-
size frequency distributions in the onshore
directio~ from the transg~essive lag deposit
(Fig.3a), to the sediments of the lower shore-
face (Fig.9a), and to the sediments of the upper
shoreface (Fig.9~). The shoreface sediments
have become distinctly more bimodal from the
lower shoreface (Fig.9a) to the upper shoreface
(Fig.9b), further departing from the unimodal
(predominantly medium sand) "relict" source
(Fig.3a). The key to this change comes fromthe
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Fig.9. a. M;ean grain-size frequency. distribution of the
lower shoreface sediments.. b. Mean grain-size frequency
distribution of the upper shoreface sediments.

spatial. (em-offshore) variations of two. major
grain-size groups. The amplified .concentration .
(retention) of the fine sand over the terrace and
primary bar increases the fine grain-size frac-
tion within the s'urficial sediment on the UPPer
shoreface (Figs.7 and 8). In contrast, the.
medium sand fraction is depleted from the
middle and lower shoreface (Figs.7 and 8); The
primary cause for this retention and depletion
is related to the differential response of these
grain sizes to hydrodynamic processes. The
intensity of depletion is greater on the gentler
barrier island shoreface than on the headland
shoreface, as indicated 'by the wider .concave
segments (Figs.7 and 8).

In' water depths greater than 16 m on the
shoreface. of the study area, sediment grain
sizes are little affected by the day-to~day
hydrodynamic processes, as suggested by the
horizontal segment of grain-size abunda:p.ce
curves (Fig.6). At shallower depths, the sedi-
ment. .grain sizes "respond to hydrodynamics
according to ,the four grain-size groups, which

.gene~ally form a seaward.fining sequence on
the shoreface. Coarse sand, concentrates in the
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swash zone and surf zone on the beachface.
Fine sand concentrates over the upper shore-
face, seaward of the surf zone. Very fine sand
accumulates on the middle and lower shoretace
beyond the seaward edge of the terrace in the
barrier island section and beyond the larger
scale nearshore bar in the headland section.
Zenkovich (1967) predicted a similar seaward-
fining sequence by relating the differential
threshold movement for different grain sizes
and the asymmetric orbital motions of shoaling
waves on a planar shoreface. He also proposed
an oscillation equilibrium concept for each
grain size, such that there is a shore-parallel

I ...

zone on the shoreface in whiGh a particular
grain size can be moved back and forth by
shoaling waves. Zenkovicb's idea cJn thus be
applied hereto explain the seaward-fining
sequence and zonation of the. three. grain-size
groups mentioned above. .

'There halO been little documentation of the
depletion of the medium sand group from the
shoreface. seaward of the surt zone, nor are
there theories to explli,in it. However, an
interpretation is attempted: From his sediment
tracer experiments within and outside the s1.lrf
zone, Ingle (1966) concluded that sediment
grain sizes are maintained in their respective
zones of dynamic equilibrium in theon-off-
shore direction. If a grain size is placed outside
its zone of dynamic equilibrium, it will first
move in thl~ on-offshore directiqn to seek its
dynamic zone. After reaching the zone, it then
moves alongshore (Ingle, 1966). Subsequently,
if a grain size is placed within its zone of
dynamic equilibrium, it will move predomi-
nantly alongshore, and be depleted from that
zone. By the same token, the depletion of the
medium sand :from the shoreface of the study
area suggests' that its predominant mode of
transport is alongshore instead of on-offshore
so that there is no on-offshore. accumulation
above the "base line" (Figs.5 and, 6), which
implies that. medium sand is the species in
equilibrium with hydrodynamic processes on
the shoreface of the study area. This assertion
is also supported by the 'greater number of
associated morphodynamic zones for the

\
j;

11

medium sand in the study area (Tables 2 and 3).
In other wor-q.s,if a particular grain size is in
equilIbrium with more hydrodynamic pro-
cesses (i.e., has a wider range of equilibrium
dynamic zones), it will have greater "freedom"
to be moved back and forth within those zones
as suggested by Zenkovich (1967), which then
results in a less ~patially correlated distri1~u-
tion. For /instance, due to their more ubiq~i"
tous distribution, the grain sizes of medium
sand including 0.21-0.42 mm have very low
variance explained by the first three eigen-
modes (Table 1). On the other hand, the other
three grain-size grQups have fewer zones of
dynamic equilibrium (Tables 2 and 3), and their
abundance curves indicate increased concen-
tration within particular zones (Figs.7 and 8).
These facts suggest that their predpminant
mode of movement is on~offshore toward their
respective zones of dynamic equilibrium in
which their abundance increases.

The four grain-size groups in the two sec-
tions of the study area do not match each other
size for size~ Generally speaking, on. the
headland shoreface the same grain sizes USU"
ally dominate less energetic zones, compared
with the barI)ier island shoreface. In addition,
the. spatial differentiatiQn .of grain-size groups
in the headr~nd is not as clear as in the barrier

.
island section. This suggests that hydrody-
namic processes on the headland shqreface are

, less able to separate grain sizes with respect to
morphodynamic zones (perhaps less energetic).
The three finest sizes, 0.063;0.074 and,
0.088 rom, show dominant distribution, varia-
tions in the most energetic .zones in the
headland section (the swash zone and surf
zone, Table. 3). This association may result
:from excess i1;lput of these grain sizes into the
swash and surf .zones as the result of bluff

. erosion. In this Gase, this association does not
indicate dynaniicequilibrium between grain
size and th~' swash-and surf-zone processes, but-
instead reflects the influence of an external
source.

The average grain-size frequency distribu-'
tioncurve of the sediment samples from the
barrier island shoreface (Fig. lOa) is nearly
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ide~tical to that of the upper shoreface for the.
entire study area (Fig.9b). This suggests that a
similar~echanism (retention of fi;ne sand and
depletion of medium sand) is responsible for
the sediment redistribution in . both sub-re-
gions: The shape of the averag~ grain-size
distrIbution curve of the headland (Fig. lOb)
suggests the depletion of very fine and fine
sand fractions from their predominant source
- the moraine (Fig.3b). Thi8 implies a slightly
different mechanism for reworking and redis-
tribution of the headland shoreface sediment
such that ,the fine-grained sediJ:nents are not
retained as efficiently on the' headland shore-
face, as indicated by the lower. overallabun-
dance ()f fine sand cOIllpared with that Qf the
barrier island (Figs.5 and 6). The winnQwing
process of fine-grained sediIllents from the
headland shoreface is speculated \ as being
caused by the combined effects of shoaling
waves. and the net westward longshore cur-
rents (wind-and storm-iriduced) on the shore-
face. Because of the greater depth and steeper
shoreface, the average' shoaling wave regime
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can only effectively entrain grain sizes finer
than nfedium sand on the middle and lower
shoreface of the headland section.

.

Conclusions

This st~dy, has deIllonstrated that the. spatial
distributions of individual sedhnent grain sizes
can reflect their differential responses to the
average shoreface hydrodynamics. The charac"
teristic distriQution of grain sizes suggests that
a 'depth of approximately 16 m is. the demarca-
tion between the shoreface and the rest of the
inner .' shelf. Shoreward of this depth, the
reworking and redistribp.tion of sediment grain
sizes results~ in a seaward-fining sequence of
four grain-size groups based on their on~off-
shore abundance~ The dominant movement of
coarse sand, fine sand and very fine sand is
probably in the on~offshore dire~tion, whereas
the medium sand is more subject to the
longshore transport process. In addition, the
grain-size distributi01s also indicate the differ-
ential response iqf sediment grain sizes to the
various. hydrodynamics .that dominate differ-
ent morphodynamic zones on the shoreface.
The EOR analysis also proved to be a useful

\

"
'

,'",

tool for deciphering spatia.lcorrelaticin be-
tWlilengrain sizes and morphodY1'lamic zones on
the shoreface from a spatially correlated'data
set.
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